AbstractÐIn retrieval from image databases, evaluation of similarity, based both on the appearance of spatial entities and on their mutual relationships, depends on content representation based on Attributed Relational Graphs. This kind of modeling entails complex matching and indexing, which presently prevents its usage within comprehensive applications. In this paper, we provide a graphtheoretical formulation for the problem of retrieval based on the joint similarity of individual entities and of their mutual relationships and we expound its implications on indexing and matching. In particular, we propose the usage of metric indexing to organize large archives of graph models, and we propose an original look-ahead method which represents an efficient solution for the (sub)graph error correcting isomorphism problem needed to compute object distances. Analytic comparison and experimental results show that the proposed lookahead improves the state-of-the-art in state-space search methods and that the combined use of the proposed matching and indexing scheme permits for the management of the complexity of a typical application of retrieval by spatial arrangement.
INTRODUCTION
E FFECTIVE access to image databases requires that conventional external indexes such as pressmarks or authorship keywords be complemented by queries addressing the expected appearance of searched images [16] , [19] , [29] , [30] . To this end, several modeling techniques have been proposed to represent and compare visual features, such as color, shape, texture, or high-level semantics [56] . These may either refer to the overall image (e.g., a color histogram), or to any subset of pixels constituting a spatial entity with some apparent visual cohesion. When multiple entities are identified, the model may also capture information about their mutual relationships. This can improve the effectiveness of retrieval by registering perceived differences and similarities that depend on the arrangement of entities rather than on their individual features [4] , [6] , [10] , [28] , [30] , [31] , [37] , [48] , [49] , [51] .
In the most practiced approach to content-based image retrieval, the visual appearance of each spatial entity is represented independently by a vector of features with predefined dimensionality. This permits entities to be regarded as independent points within a vectorial space of features, thus enabling efficient indexing based on consolidated point access methods (e.g., KD-trees and R-trees), which partition the space along an ordered hierarchical structure [23] . Mutual relationships between entities can be accounted for in this retrieval process through a cascade filter which evaluates the similarity in the arrangement of entities after these have been retrieved on the basis of their individual features [10] , [28] , [32] , [33] , [49] . However, this matching scheme is not able to select entities that attain a better fit in the mutual arrangement at the expense of a lower feature similarity.
To overcome the limit, the query must be matched against archived images so as to maximize a joint similarity balancing, the relevance of individual entity features, and mutual entity relationships. This requires entities and relationships to be represented and compared as parts of a global structure that captures mutual dependencies. In this case, the model of content takes the shape of an Attributed Relational Graph (ARG), with entity vectors and relationship descriptors attached to vertices and edges, respectively.
Unfortunately, representation of image contents as ARGs, radically increases the complexity of matching algorithms, and hinders the feasibility of indexing schemes. For this reason, though partially prospected in a few contributions [40] , [50] , no comprehensive solution has been yet proposed supporting the application of ARGs to content-based retrieval from image databases of practical interest. In fact, while the distance between two sets of independent vectors can be computed in polynomial time, the distance between two ARGs requires the identification of an optimal error correcting (sub)graph isomorphism [22] , which is an NP-complete problem with exponential time solution algorithms [26] . Besides, the lack of a structural correspondence between the entities of different images hinders the direct representation of graphs through vectors with predefined dimensionality and structure, thus preventing indexing based on point access methods.
Out of the specific context of content-based image retrieval, the problem of comparing an input graph against a large number of model graphs is addressed in [35] , [36] using a decomposition approach. At archiving time, model graphs are repeatedly decomposed in subgraphs, which are organized by size in a global hierarchical index. At runtime, matching is accomplished by comparing the input graph against the subgraphs of the index in a bottom-up composition. In so doing, any subgraph appearing within multiple images is checked only once, thus reducing the dependency on the database size. However, this reduction does not provide significant advantages when graphs are labeled with numerical (nonsymbolic) values, a situation very common in content-based image retrieval. In this context, even in the comparison of models of apparently similar images, differences in numerical values affect all entities and relationships.
Following an opposite approach, in [44] , graphs representing the structure of 3D objects are organized into a hierarchy of clusters, and each cluster is represented by a parametric supermodel that merges the structures of the models that it contains. In this case, the access is performed in a top-down manner, by pruning those clusters whose supermodels do not match the query and by descending the hierarchy to identify a specific model through repetitive refinement of its parametric representation. The approach can provide a significant speedup, but may cause false dismissals and blow up the size of supermodels.
In [40] , ARGs that model medical images are reduced to a vectorial representation enabling R-tree indexing, under the assumption that all the graphs contain a set of anchor entities with predefined labels. Nonanchor entities are also allowed, but their number determines a linear degradation in the efficiency of the index. This prevents application when archived images do not share a dominant number of equal anchor entities. In particular, the approach is not applicable in the case in which entities are identified by numeric and densely changing features rather than by symbolic identifiers.
In [46] , graph theoretical models of structural objects are mapped onto a vector space through a signature computed on the eigenvalues of an adjacency matrix. This supports the construction of a vectorial index which permits an efficient selection of a subset of models that are likely to have a topology similar to that of the query. Also, however, also this scheme cannot be applied to graphs labeled with numerical (nonsymbolic) values.
Metric indexing [53] , has been proposed as a general solution to organize large databases of objects without reducing them into a vectorial representation. In fact, in this indexing scheme, objects are clustered and retrieved according to their mutual distances, rather than to their absolute position in the reference system of a vectorial space. This supports indexing of objects with highdimensionality and enables searches based on complex metrics of distance. Apparently, metric indexing could also effectively fit the needs for the organization of an archive of ARGs. However, this solution, which was never practiced, faces a major difficulty due to the need for repeated computation of object distances during the access to the index. In the case of an archive of ARGs, each such distance involves the solution of an error correcting subgraph isomorphism problem, yielding a critical computational complexity.
In this paper, we address the problem of efficient indexing and matching of ARGs as employed in the application context of content-based image retrieval.
In Section 2, we discuss the application of image models that capture properties of entities and of their relationships, we describe their representation as ARGs, and we formulate the computation of distance between image models as a problem of optimal (sub)graph error-correcting isomorphism. In Section 3, we recall the general principles of metric indexing and adapt them to the specific needs of an archive of ARG models in the context of content-based image retrieval. In Section 4, we address the problem of efficient solution of the optimal (sub)graph error-correcting isomorphism problem that was formulated in Section 2. To this end, we propose a state-space search approach based on an original look-ahead strategy for the reduction of search complexity. In Section 5, an example application supporting retrieval by similarity based on the spatial arrangement of imaged colors and experimental results are reported about the efficiency of the proposed matching and indexing algorithms. Results show that the proposed look-ahead strategy improves the state-of-the-art in optimal statespace-based algorithms for the (sub)graph error correcting isomorphism problem, and that it is able to manage the complexity involved in the usage within a metric indexing scheme for the access to a realistic database. Conclusions are finally discussed in Section 6. Two Appendices collect technical lemmas and algorithm details recalled throughout the treatment.
MODELING VISUAL CONTENT WITH ATTRIBUTED RELATIONAL GRAPHS
In the description of the visual content of an image, the identification of multiple spatial entities permits one to combine information on the visual appearance of salient parts and on their mutual relationships [16] , [30] , [56] . In general, a spatial entity can be any set of pixels that is cohesive in the user perception of the image appearance. This can be the set of pixels constituting any object with a high-level semantics, such as a character, a face, or a geographic landmark [6] , [11] , [28] , [57] . Or, it can be a set of pixels with low-level visual cohesion, induced by a common chrominance or texture, or by a common position within a predefined area of the image [2] , [37] , [49] . As a limit case, the overall image itself can be regarded as a particular spatial entity.
Selecting the kind of entities in which content representation should be based entails a trade-off between the significance of the model and the complexity of its creation: Models containing high-level entities permit a closer fit to the users' expressive habits, but they also require manual assistance in the archiving stage for the identification and the classification of significant entities.
Information associated with each entity generally combines the salient features that identify the entity, along with additional indexes that can be measured once the entity has been extracted: A high-level object is usually associated with a symbolic type [11] , [28] , an image region derived through a color-based segmentation is associated with a chromatic descriptor [49] , and both of them can be associated with a measure of size, or with any other shape index [34] , [47] , [51] .
Relational information associated with multiple entities can capture high-level concepts, such as an action involving represented objects or spatial relationships between the pixel sets representing different entities. Relationships of the latter kind are the most commonly employed in contentbased image retrieval due to the possibility to derive them automatically and to their capability to convey a significant semantics. Spatial relationships may address topological set-theoretical concepts (e.g., inclusion, adjacency, or distance) [20] , [21] or directional constructs (e.g., above or below) [10] [24] , [25] , [28] . In both cases, relationships can either be interpreted over a finite set of predefined (symbolic) classes [10] , [21] , or they can be associated with numeric descriptors taking values in dense spaces [20] , [28] . The latter approach enables the use of distance functions which change with continuity and avoid classification thresholds, thus better coping with the requirements of retrieval by visual similarity [5] , [6] .
Content Model
A content model combining the individual attributes of a set of spatial entities along with their mutual binary relationships is conveniently represented by a complete ARG, where spatial entities are represented as vertices (i), each labeled with an attribute (), and binary spatial relationships are represented as pairs of vertices (i Â i), each labeled with a spatial descriptor (w):
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The specific characteristics of vertex and edge labels and w may vary to accommodate different contexts of use, differing in the characteristics of spatial entities, and in the descriptors that capture their features and their relationships.
For the purposes of the present treatment, it will be sufficient to assume that both and w are provided with distances h e and h which satisfy the metric properties of nonnegativity, autosimilarity, reflexivity, and triangular inequality. To accommodate partial knowledge and intentional detail concealment, we also assume that both edges and vertices can take a neutral label ny, yielding an exact match in every comparison (i.e., Vw P Y h wY ny s H and V P eY h e Y ny H).
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Model Comparison
The comparison of the ARG models of a query specificatioǹ Y q Y w q b and an archive image description`hY d Y w d b entails association of the entities in the query with a subset of the entities in the description. This is represented by an injective function À, that we call interpretation, which assigns the entities in the query to a subset of the entities in the description:
The distance between models and h, under the interpretation À, is defined by combining the metrics of distance h e and h associated with entity attributes (vertices) and relationship descriptors (edges). We use an additive composition scheme, which is the most conventional in the graph matching literature [22] , [27] , [45] , [58] , and which permits direct extension of the property of triangular inequality from component distances h e and h to the overall distance between ARGs. Other composition schemes could be easily encompassed in the treatment with results that are basically equivalent in terms of computational complexity. In particular, a multiplicative composition could be employed to obtain a lower rank of similarity for unbalanced combinations of distance components. We define the attribute distance between and h under the interpretation À as the sum of the distances measured on the attributes of query and description entities associated by À:
Similarly, the relationship distance between and h under the interpretation À is defined as the sum of the distances measured on the descriptors of relationships between homologous entities:
Finally, the joint distance between and h under the interpretation À is defined as a convex combination of relationship and attribute distances:
where ! P HY I balances the mutual relevance of relationship and attribute distance: for ! I, distance only accounts for entity attributes; when ! decreases, entity relationships assume a growing relevance. In general, given the models and h, a combinatorial number of different interpretations À are possible, each scoring a different value of distance. The absolute distance is defined as the minimum distance under any possible interpretation:
In doing so, computation of the distance between two image models becomes an optimal error-correcting (sub)graph isomorphism problem [22] . The distance function " is nonnegative, auto-similar, and reflexive as an immediate consequence of metric properties of component distances h s and h . In addition, " is proven to satisfy triangular inequality under appropriate conditions for the size of ARGs (see Lemma 6.1 in Appendix A). It is relevant to note that triangularity relies on the fact that the distance between two ARGs is a strict lower bound of the distance computed under any possible interpretation. It is also relevant to note that the distance between and h is monotonic, growing with the number of entities in : for any subgraph
METRIC INDEXING FOR ATTRIBUTED RELATIONAL GRAPHS
Using a metric index [14] , [53] , an archive is partitioned in a hierarchical set of clusters, collecting similar objects. Each cluster has a reference (routing) object and a radius providing an upper bound for the maximum distance between the reference object and any other object in the cluster. This scheme can be applied to organize a large set of objects, without requiring them be cast into a vectorial representation, and rather relying on their mutual distance. If this distance is a metric, triangular inequality can be used during the access to the archive to prune clusters that are bound out of an assigned range from a query.
In this section, we recall the general principles of a metric index, and we expound the adaptations that are necessary for its application in the specific context of retrieval by similarity based on ARG models of visual content.
Organization and Access
A metric index of ARGs is a tree of nodes, each containing a fixed maximum number m of entries. In turn, each entry is constituted by a routing ARG h; a reference to the root su h of a (sub)index containing the ARGs in the so-called covering region of h; and a radius " h providing an upper bound for the distance between h and any ARG in its covering region (see Fig. 1 ):
The index tree can be constructed using different schemes for the insertion of new ARGs and the selection of routing ARGs [8] [9], [13] , [14] . Following a static scheme, such as that of the mvpEtree [8] , routing ARGs are selected when the entire archive is determined. In this case, the index is constructed in a top-down manner, by repeatedly partitioning the archive through the selection of routing ARGs which yield a balanced split. This permits the index profile be optimized at the expense of a major complexity in construction and maintenance. Following an alternative approach, in the mEtree [14] , the index is constructed dynamically by inserting new ARGs from the bottom layer and by splitting nodes and promoting routing ARGs when insertion overflows occur (see Fig. 2 ). In so doing, the tree is kept balanced while its depth grows through splits of the root node. Different policies can be implemented to select the most suitable leaf node for the insertion, the entries moved in the split of a node, and the ARG which is promoted in the split. Most common policies include ªMinimum of Maximum of Radiiº (which reduces the size of clusters) and ªMaximum Lower Bound on Distanceº (which reduces the overlap between different clusters) [14] . Fig. 1 . The m À tree organization for a set of objects in a bidimensional space. Node size is set equal to three. Fig. 2 . Bottom-up insertion of a new object h in the m À tree. h is repeatedly compared against routing objects to locate the leaf node n h which is the most suitable to accommodate it (a). If the insertion determines an overflow of n h , a new node n s h is created on the same layer of n h , the entries of n h are split into n h and n s h , and one of the entries of n s h is promoted to become the routing object for n s h by inserting it into the parent of n h (b). If the parent node of n h is full, the split is repeatedly propagated toward upper layers (c).
During retrieval, triangular inequality can be used to support efficient processing of range queries, i.e., queries seeking for all the ARGs in the archive which are within a given range of distance from a query ARG . To this end, the distance between and any ARG in the covering region of a routing ARG h can be lower-bounded using the radius " h and the distance between h and . Specifically, if " mx is the range of the query, the following condition can be employed to check whether all the ARGs in the covering region of h can be discarded, based on the sole evaluation of the distance "Y h:
In a similar manner, the following condition checks whether all the ARGs in the covering region of h fall within the range of the query (in this case, all the ARGs in the region can be accepted):
In the critical case that neither of the two inequalities (8) or (9) holds, the covering region of h may contain both acceptable and nonacceptable ARGs, and the search must be repeated on the subindex su h . uEnerest neighbor queries seeking for the u ARGs that are most similar to the query in the archive can also be managed in a similar manner, but with lower efficiency. This is obtained by regarding the query as a particular case in which the range " mx is determined during the search. While (8) can still be applied, (9) requires a more complex, albeit intuitive, management.
Adapting Metric Indexing to Retrieval by Visual Similarity
The scheme of metric indexing requires that the distance between objects be computed during the archiving stage, to locate objects in the index tree and to evaluate (and store) the radius of covering regions. This clashes with the common practice of retrieval by visual similarity, where the distance for the search is usually tuned at querying time. In the specific case of a retrieval system based on the joint similarity between entities and their relationships, this affects the parameter ! determining the mutual relevance of relationship and attribute distances (see (6)), and the number x q of entities included in the model of the query (see (3) and (4)).
In the rest of this section, the scheme of the metric index is extended so as to encompass both these functions.
Balancing Attribute and Spatial Distance
In the distance of (6), parameter ! combines and weighs the distance between entities and the distance between their homologous relationships. This is usually tuned by the user at retrieval time, either through an explicit selection, or through some implicit relevance feedback [42] , [43] . To support this function, the index must be able to manage the case in which the values of ! used during the archiving and the retrieval stage are not equal.
In general, (8) and (9) can still be employed if the distance used to compute the radii at archiving time is an upper bound for the distance used for retrieval [15] . In the specific case of the distance between ARGs, derivation of an upper bound for the radius in the retrieval distance is hurdled by a twofold effect of the parameter ! on the distance of (6). In fact, ! not only affects the mutual weight of " À Y h and " À s Y h, but also conditions the selection of the optimal interpretation À. Unfortunately, the two effects are contrasting: if ! h b !, then, in (6) , " Àh Y h is multiplied by a factor greater than that of "
To obtain a determined bound, Lemma 6.2 in Appendix A demonstrates that, if À l and À h denote the interpretations yielding the minimum of distance " in (6) under two different values ! l and ! h with ! l`!h , then "
s . According to this, the distance computed with any ! P ! l Y ! h , can be upper and lower bounded by cross-combining distance components precomputed with ! l and ! h :
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This result permits one to extend the index to support dynamic setting of parameter ! within a static range ! l Y ! h around a nominal value ! o . To this end, the radius " h of the covering region is decomposed in its attribute and relationship components "
At archiving time, clusters are constructed using the distance with nominal parameter ! o , but radius components are computed also for the extreme values of the range ! l and ! h . At querying time, (8) and (9) are applied by upper estimating the radius " h through the following bounds:
In general, the nominal value ! o is selected according to considerations on perceptual significance of different features, while the width of the variation range is determined as a trade-off between flexibility of queries and efficiency of retrieval. In fact, a wider range of variation makes pruning less efficient: On the one hand, the use of bounds increases the frequency of critical cases where neither (8) or (9) can be applied to stop the search; on the other hand, covering regions that are optimized with respect to the static parameter ! o lose cohesion and increase their overlap when they are measured using a dynamic parameter ! different than ! o .
Managing Queries with Variable Size
The distance of (3), (4), (5), and (6) depends on the number x q of entities appearing in the querying ARG. In turn, the construction of this ARG depends on the modality employed for the expression of user queries. In the basic approach, the query is expressed by selecting an example image and by taking into account all the entities and relationships in the example, so that the query is represented by the same ARG that describes the example image in the archive. If all the images stored in the archive are modeled with an equal number of entities, all distances evaluated in the access to the archive are computed by comparing ARGs with the same size. In a more elaborate approach, the user is allowed to express queries which explicitly describe only the relevant entities and relationships, using some kind of querying language or a visual interface for drawing sketches or for annotating examples [56] . To support this latter querying modality, which is the most commonly employed, the index must be able to manage querying ARGs with a variable number of entities. Using Lemma 6.1 in Appendix A, (8) can still be applied to prune the index, provided that the number x q of entities in the querying ARG is lower than the number of entities x d in description ARGs. In fact, in this case, the distance between the query and any ARG " h in the covering region of the routing ARG h can still be lower-bounded as:
and the condition of (8) can still be applied to check whether the ARGs in the covering region of h can be safely pruned. Unfortunately, when the number x q of entities in the query is significantly lower than the number of description entities x d , the estimate of (13) becomes loose and the condition of (8) is almost never verified, thus blowing up the number of index nodes visited during the access process. In fact, while "Y h is a distance computed on x q entities, "hY " h and its upper bound " h are distances computed on x d entities.
In order to obtain a tight estimate, which still permits to apply triangular inequality, in (8) the term "hY " h must be replaced by an upper bound on the distance between h and any subgraph " h xq with size x q which is contained in " h. Accordingly, in the condition of (8), the radius " h should be replaced by a subradius " h x q providing an upper bound for the distance between h and any subgraph " h xq of size x q contained in any ARG " h in the covering region of h:
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To apply the estimate at retrieval time, the structure of the index entry must be extended so as to provide a different subradius for each possible size x q of the query. To keep the index compact, only few values can be actually encoded and the value of " h x q can be estimated through some simple interpolation derived at retrieval time: The replacement of "
and it is the more effective the lower is the difference " " h xq À " h xq . Computational experience acquired in the application context described in Section 5.1 indicates that, in the case of ARGs with maximum size x d V, a linear interpolation obtained through the encoding of a single radius fits exact values with a precision not lower than 95 percent.
The computation of subradii during the archiving time can also be largely simplified by relaxing the exactness of derivation. In fact, the internal maximum of (14), should be taken on the set of subgraphs " h xq of size x q that are contained in the ARG " h. This is an exponential number of cases, each requiring the computation of a distance with h, and the computation must be repeated for each different value of x q which is not higher than x d . To reduce the complexity, an estimate for all these distances can be derived from the results of the match of " h against h. Specifically, for any subgraph " h x q contained in " h, the distance " " h xq Y h is not higher than the distance " À " h x q Y h computed under any interpretation À (see (5) and (6)). In particular, this can be done with a good heuristic using the interpretation À opt which yields the optimum match in the computation of the distance between " h and h.
EFFICIENT MATCHING
Access to a metric index requires repeated evaluation of the distance between the query and routing objects encountered along the search. This may require a high computational effort, bounding the access to the archive. In the specific case of an archive of ARGs, this difficulty is exacerbated by the fact that each distance computation involves the solution of an error correcting subgraph isomorphism. Realistic applications of a metric indexing scheme require that an efficient solution be found for this problem.
In [50] , the problem of matching two graphs is addressed in the specific application context of retrieval by spatial similarity. The optimal assignment is reduced to a ªmax-imum cliqueº search, which is still an NP-complete problem but may open the way to efficient heuristic approaches [7] [39]. However, the formulation of [50] does not permit the query to contain multiple entities with the same type and does not consider numeric labels.
Out of the specific context of content-based image retrieval, the direct solution of the error-correcting graph matching problem has been widely addressed in the computer vision and pattern recognition literature, either through nonlinear optimization or through state-space search.
In nonlinear optimization methods, the complexity of the match is reduced by accepting suboptimal solutions. Consequently, algorithm performance is evaluated as a trade-off between the accuracy of match and the computational cost of the search which is often polynomial [1] , [27] , [41] , [55] . Suboptimal approaches result either in false alarms (when distance is underestimated), or in false dismissals (when distance is overestimated, which is the more common case). When such approaches are applied within a hierarchical metric indexing scheme, each error is exacerbated by propagation to all the graphs that are indexed under a common reference graph. While false dismissals are usually not acceptable at all, a large number of false alarms requires a final clean-up, which results in a time-consuming sequential match of each graph retrieved from the index [40] .
State-space search approaches derive the exact (optimal) distance by searching in a state-space which includes all the possible assignments of the entities of the query to those of the description [52] . To avoid exhaustive inspection, search is usually done incrementally by repeatedly growing a partial assignment of the vertices of the query to the vertices of the description. The space of solutions is organized as a tree, where the kth level contains all the partial assignments of the first k entities of the query [22] , [52] . Since the distance is monotonically growing with the tree level, any partial interpretation scoring a distance over a predefined threshold of maximum acceptable dissimilarity " mx can be safely discarded without risk of false dismissal. While preserving the exactness of results, this reduces the complexity of enumeration. The e Ã algorithm [54] implements this approach through a depth-first search which always extends the partial interpretation toward the local optimum, and which backtracks when the scored distance of the current assignment runs over a maximum acceptable threshold. When the inspection reaches a complete interpretation, a match under the threshold is found. This is not guaranteed to be the global optimum, but its scored distance comprises a stricter threshold for acceptable distance that can be used to efficiently extend the search until the global optimum is found.
Look-ahead strategies extend the e Ã scheme using an admissible heuristic to augment the cost of the current partial interpretation with a lower estimate of the future cost that will be spent in the extension to a complete match [45] . This permits a more ªinformedº direction of search and enables the early discard of partial assignments that cannot lead to a final match with acceptable similarity. In doing so, the complexity of search is reduced while preserving the optimality of results.
In [52] , an estimate of the minimum extension cost is computed in quadratic time, by taking into account the cost for the assignment of future vertices and of their relationships with the vertex that was most recently added to the partial mapping. In [58] , a more ªinformedº estimate is obtained by accounting the relationships between future vertices and all the vertices that are already included in the current mapping. Relationships between future vertices are also taken into account with a rough estimate which does not account for any mutual dependency among vertices and relationships. The overall estimate has a (polynomial) complexity of the fourth order, but this is demonstrated to provide better results than [52] not only in the number of enumerated interpretations but also in the CPU time inclusive of the estimation effort.
In the rest of this section, we propose a checking algorithm which extends e Ã search with an original solution for the look-ahead problem. Analytical and experimental results show that this significantly improves the performance of [58] , so as to make viable the usage within a metric indexing scheme.
Incremental Enumeration
Following an incremental approach, the assignment of the vertices of an input ARG to the vertices h of a model ARG is obtained by repeatedly extending a partial interpretation of order k which defines a one-to-one assignment of the first k elements of to a subset of the elements of h (see Fig. 3a ):
In this process, the interpretation À kÀI x is extended to the order k by assigning the kth entity in to any entity d y in h which is not covered by À kÀI x (see Fig. 3b ): The distance scored by À k x is derived from that of À kÀI x in linear time through the evaluation of the attribute distance h between q k and d y , and k À I relationship distances h s between edges connecting q k to the previously assigned entities q h and their homologous edges in the interpretation (see Fig. 3b ):
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Since attribute and relationship distances h and h s are nonnegative, the distance " is monotonically nondecreasing with the extension of the interpretation (i.e., "À k x ! "À kÀI x ). According to this, if " mx is the range of acceptable distance, any partial interpretation À ko x scoring a distance over " mx can be discarded:
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In order to anticipate the discard of partial interpretations, the test of (19) can be made stricter by augmenting the distance "À x can still fit (20) and permit safe discard of interpretations that would be searched in the basic policy of (19) .
We estimate ÁÀ ko x with the summation of a sequence of look-ahead terms Á k À ko x , each of which represents the minimum increase of cost that can be expected in the future extension of the interpretation from order k À I to order k, for any k between k o I and x q (see Fig. 4b ): 
The attribute distance between q k and its assigned entity in h is accounted by the term h q k Y d y . Functions f and g estimate the cost on relationships that will be spent for the addition of entity q k to the interpretation À k o
x : f accounts for the relationship distance between edges connecting q k to entities already included in the interpretation À ko x and their homologous edges in h; function g accounts for the relationship distance between edges connecting q k to any entity that will be added to the interpretation À 
According to (23) , for any order k and for any fixed element d y in the description, the cost kYdy h I Y l I for the assignment of q hI to d lI is independent from the assignment of any other vertex q h P . In fact (see Fig. 3c ), kYd y h I Y l I depends on the edge connecting q h I to q k (and its homologous edge between d y and d l I ), but not on the edge between q hI and q hP (and its homologous edge between d lI and d lP ). This breaks the basic factor of exponential complexity involved in the error correcting (sub)graph isomorphism problem and reduces it to a case of bipartite weighted graph matching [38] . Appendix B describes an algorithm which derives the exact solution of the problem in polynomial time of the fifth order using a discrete relaxation approach. The look ahead proposed in [58] can be cast in the same formalism of (22) by replacing our proposed look-ahead term
x which is expressed as:
x is easily proven to be a lower bound for
x in our estimate of (22) , thus resulting in a less informed lookahead. In fact, in (24) , the minima on functions f and g are taken separately. Moreover, g is replaced by a looser term " g, which estimates the cost for matching relationships between entities that will be added to the match without considering mutual dependencies between relationships, and dependencies between relationships and entities. This results in a by far looser estimate, especially in the early stages of the search when the number of entities in the match is low (i.e., for small values of k o ).
One-Shot Look-Ahead
According to the definition of (21), look-ahead terms
x comprise a lower-bound for the same terms computed for any extension of À
x X PS According to this, for any k I b k o the look-ahead for À k I x can be estimated using terms previously computed for À ko x (see (20) and (21)):
In particular, the look-ahead for interpretation À kI x can be lower-bounded using look-ahead terms initially computed for the empty interpretation (i.e., the root interpretation À H ). In this case, for any partial interpretation À k , the look-ahead of (20) is estimated as follows:
This results in a looser bound, but drastically reduces the computational effort spent for the derivation of estimates, while still preventing false-dismissals. We call this a global look-ahead, in contrast with the conventional approach of branch-and-bound methods where a local estimate is recomputed for each new partial interpretation enumerated along the search process.
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE
The matching algorithm and the indexing scheme described in Sections 3 and 4 have been applied within two systems following two typical and complementary approaches to the identification and modeling of entities in content-based image retrieval. Both the systems represent and compare the visual content of images using the graph-theoretical model of Section 2.1, identifying entities with high-level objects [18] , [6] and with color clusters collecting pixels with similar chromatic attributes [2] , [5] , [6] , respectively. In particular, the system based on color clusters was employed as a reference benchmark to acquire computational experience on the efficiency of indexing and matching algorithms. In this section, we report this experience after a brief description of the characteristics of the system that are relevant in the computational aspect. For a more comprehensive description of functions and effectiveness of the system and its underlying model, the reader is referred to [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] .
A Benchmark Application
The system manages an archive derived from 958 real images comprising the complete set of paintings featured by the library of the web-museum [59] in the period ranging from Impressionism to Pop-Art. For each of these images, 10 different synthetic variations, changing colors, and color positions [2] , have been constructed and added to the archive to obtain a total database of 10,538 images.
In the archiving stage, each image is modeled as an ARG, following the structure of (1). Entities of the set i are derived by clustering the color histogram in the v Ã u Ã v Ã color space through a split&merge algorithm [17] , which identifies eight dominant color clusters, approximately constituted by equal quantities of pixels. The set of pixels in each color cluster is modeled as a single spatial entity, regardless of the fact that pixels may lay in nonconnected segments of the image space. According to this, all the images of the archive are modeled with a ARG with eight entities. Each entity is associated with an attribute encoding the triple of v Ã u Ã v Ã normalized coordinates of the average color of the cluster. Based on the properties of v Ã u Ã v Ã representation, the distance h e employed in the comparison of entities is an Euclidean metric.
Directional spatial relationships between pairs of entities are described using a relationship descriptor w, that we call weighted walkthrough, which provides an integral measure on the set of different directional relationships between two extended sets of pixels [18] , [6] , [57] . Edge attributes w are compared through a numeric distance h based on the comparison of weighted walkthroughs which satisfies the metric properties and, in particular, triangular inequality.
In a query by global similarity, the user selects an example picture in the archive and the system retrieves the pictures that are ªgloballyº similar to the example. This means that the querying ARG that represents the query is the same ARG that represents the example picture in the archive. In particular, the size of querying ARG is always equal to eight.
In a query by sketch, the user expresses the query by drawing a set of colored regions and by arranging them so as to represent the expected appearance of searched images. This kind of query is usually constituted of two or three regions with variable size. However, in order to match them with the entities appearing within archive models, the system must decompose each of them into a set of entities with size approximately equal to IaV of the overall image: A region covering about IaV of the screen is represented as a single entity, while a region covering the entire screen is represented by eight entities. For each entity of the query, the attribute label is set equal to the triple of color coordinates of its corresponding region in the user sketch. For any two entities corresponding to different regions in the user sketch, the edge label w is set equal to the descriptor of the relationship between the regions themselves. Besides, edges connecting entities that are associated to the same region are not taken into account by associating them with the neutral label any.
For both the querying modalities, the user is allowed to dynamically set the balance of relevance in the combination of spatial and chromatic distances, corresponding to a direct setting of parameter ! in (6) . Finally, the user is also allowed to select whether the query must be processed as a range query with assigned maximum distance or as a K-nearest neighbor. In this latter case, the system displays the u images in the archive that are most similar to the query in decreasing order of scored similarity.
Computational Results for Matching Algorithms
Results are reported for the basic e Ã algorithm and for its extension with three different look-ahead schemes. Our proposed look-ahead is considered both in the conventional branch-and-bound and in the one-shot approach (see Section 4.3), referred here as BDV-local and BDV-global, respectively. The estimate proposed in [58] , is referred to as WYC.
Queries and descriptions matched in the tests, were taken from separate subsets of images in the database of the reference application of Section 5.1. However, for comparison purposes, experimental results were acquired also for archive descriptions with 16 vertices and for queries with more than eight entities, obtained through the same automatic process which is used in the application.
Tests take into account different values for the maximum distance " mx under which the match is discarded. " mx is expressed as the percentage of images in the testing set that are accepted: 50 percent is the minimum value of " mx which accepts half of the matched images, while 1 percent is the threshold accepting one image out of every 100. In these experiments, the value of parameter ! of (6) is kept equal to the nominal value 0.5, as its variations affect the performance of the index but not that of the matching algorithms. Fig. 5 compares the number of partial interpretations enumerated using the three different look-ahead schemes in the match of a query with variable size against a description with 16 vertices, for " mx sets equal to 1 percent (left) and 10 percent (right). Plotted values are relative to the number of interpretations required by the e Ã algorithm. As theoretically expected, BDV-local yields the sharpest reduction. Whereas, it is a strong experimental results, the fact that BDV-global, with a single computation of the lookahead, turns out to provide a definitely better reduction than WYC with a gain increasing with size of the query.
The comparison of Fig. 5 permits one to distinguish the accuracy of the different look-ahead schemes, but not their overall performance that also depends on the time spent to derive the estimates. Fig. 6 reports the overall time to complete the match of a query with variable size against a description with 16 vertices, for " mx set equal to 1 percent (left) and 10 percent (right). 1 In Fig. 7 , the range of complexity is extended for BDV-global and BDV-local beyond the limits that can be tested using the e Ã algorithm and WYC.
Comparison against the plot of Fig. 5 indicates that the additional cost spent in the computation of the look-ahead has a major impact on the overall performance. Algorithm BDV-global, which requires a much lower effort for the estimate, obtains the best performance, despite a less sharp reduction in the number of interpretations enumerated with respect to BDV-local. Fig. 8 supports a quantitative analysis of the effect by distinguishing the time spent for the basic enumeration component of the e Ã and the time spent in the evaluation of the look-ahead. Plots report the overall time spent to complete the match of a query with variable size against one description, with a maximum acceptable distance " mx equal to 10 percent. Results are the 1. Results refer to a Silicon Graphics O2 Workstation with R10000 processor and 150 MHz clock and they were obtained with profile sampling set to 1msec. average of 100 matches. Using BDV-global, the cost for the evaluation of the look-ahead is independent from the size of the query, so that its relevance decreases when the complexity of the problem grows. Whereas, both in BDV-local and WYC, the cost for the estimate grows with the size of the query and becomes the dominant component.
Finally, Fig. 9 focuses on the worst case of the specific setting of the reference application of Section 5.1, considering the match of an ARG with eight vertices against a description of the same size. Plots report the time spent to carry out the match of a query against one description averaged on 100 trials, distinguishing the time for the basic enumeration component of the algorithm from the time spent in the evaluation of the look-ahead. Different values are considered for the maximum acceptable distance " mx .
Performance in the Access to the Metric Index
The efficiency of the metric indexing has been evaluated with respect to the specific dimensions involved in the reference application. In particular, we constructed a metric index on the database of 10,538 images, each modeled with an ARG of eight entities. The node size was fixed to eight, and the parameter !, which balances the contribute of relationship and attribute components in the metric of distance of (6), was set to the nominal value ! H HXS. The variation for ! was set equal to AE 20 percent, thus ranging between 0.3 and 0.7. Adaptations of the metric index to manage different queries dimensions and variable ! were also employed, following the description of Section 3.2.
Tests considered range queries with different number of entities, and different values of parameter !. Fig. 10a , shows the time spent in the match of a query with four, six, and eight vertices against a description with eight vertices for a maximum distance " mx set to 10 percent. This roughly corresponds to the percentage of matches that provide a value under the maximum distance in the visit of the tree, in the sense that 10 percent of the computed distances yield a measure under the local admissible range. The number of distance computations necessary in the pruning is minimum for ! HXS and, in all the three cases, decreases with the complexity of the query. This is due to the fact that, in the construction of the index, ARGs are located according to distances computed with ! HXS and with eight entities. When ! or the size of the query are different than these nominal values, the performance of the index decreases. In particular, we can observe that, in the optimal case, about 800 distance computations are sufficient to respond to a range query. Fig. 10c compares the overall time spent in the computation of distances during the access to the index, when the three different matching algorithms are employed for the distance computation. Results are reported for different query complexities and they refer to the nominal value of !.
CONCLUSIONS
The modeling of image content based on ARGs fits the needs for effective retrieval based on the joint similarity between individual entities and their mutual relationships. In particular, this can serve in retrieval by spatial arrangement. However, the practical application of this modeling approach is hurdled by the complexity of indexing and match. In this paper, we proposed a comprehensive solution for both the problems, providing experimental results which show its viability in a realistic context of use.
We proposed the use of a metric indexing scheme as a way to manage the organization of large archives of ARGs with a common size.
Using this scheme, ARGs are hierarchically organized according to their mutual distances, thus avoiding the need to cast them into a vectorial representation. This permits one to exploit the complexity of the metric of distance between graphs and its capability to combine the similarity between entities and between their relationships in a balanced trade-off. The proposed indexing scheme also seems suitable to support a smooth integration of search and browsing, enabling a closer involvement of the user in the retrieval task [12] .
To support the application of the scheme in the context of content-based image retrieval, we provided original methods that permit one to manage the differences between distance functions used for archiving and retrieval. These methods permit one to encompass common querying modalities where the user is allowed to balance the relevance of different visual features and to set the number of entities specifying the expected appearance of searched images. This latter solution appears to be suitable when extending the indexing scheme to the case of archives of graphs with various sizes and encompassing distance functions that are tolerant to the presence, in the query, of a subset of entities which cannot be effectively matched on a database description.
Application of a metric indexing scheme to a realistic database of graph models critically depends on the efficient solution for the optimal error correcting subgraph isomorphism problem, which is the core component used in repeated evaluation of distances between graphs driving the access to the index hierarchy. To this end, we proposed a new algorithm combining e Ã search with an original lookahead estimate. The estimate is derived as the optimal solution of a weighted assignment which relaxes the optimal look-ahead problem so as to remove its basic factor of exponential complexity. This sort of minimal relaxation results in an extremely well-informed estimate which can still be computed in polynomial time.
Analytical and experimental results demonstrate that this significantly improves the current state-of-the-art of optimal state-space search methods. In particular, the precision of the look-ahead estimate and its incremental structure permit to reuse a single set of look-ahead terms throughout the entire matching process. We call this a global look-ahead in contrast with the usual practice of branch and bound methods where a local estimate is computed for each intermediate state of the searching process. The use of a single global look-ahead drastically reduces the computational effort spent in the estimation (and also the programming difficulty in its practical application), while still providing a look-ahead which is by far more informed than previous results of the literature.
Computational experience demonstrates that the combined use of the proposed matching and indexing scheme permits one to manage the complexity of a typical application of retrieval based on the spatial arrangement of visual content. Implementation and experimentation of the application also permitts one to understand critical dependencies between aspects of computational complexity and perceptual effectiveness. The joint evaluation of both the aspects stimulated combined research and experimentation of trade-offs.
APPENDIX A
This appendix includes two lemmas demonstrating properties of the distance between ARGs defined in (6), which become relevant in the implementation of a metric indexing scheme.
Lemma 6.1. Given three ARGs , h, and " h, with x , x h , and x " h entities, respectively, if x x h x " h , then
h be the interpretations which attain the minimum of distance between and h and between h and " h in (6) , and let À " h X be their composition associating the entities of to those of " h:
By definition, the distance between and " h is not higher than the distance between and " h under interpretation optimal one-to-one assignment is obtained through an iterative discrete relaxation, which repeatedly reduces the degree of overassignment, while maintaining optimality of match. At each iteration (while loop), the algorithm considers a bipartite graph`Y hY Y h b , where and h are the disjoint sets of qEverties and dEverties; is the set of arcs from to h, each associated with the cost kYd y q h Y d l reduced by the minimum cost for the assignment of q h to any dEvertex (reduction is computed in the for-loop); and h is the set of arcs from h to , each associated with a cost equal to 0 if q h is assigned to d l or I if q h is not assigned to d l . Starting from any selected overassigned dEvertex (overassigned_D), a shortest path is computed which reaches the first dEvertex which is not covered by the current assignment (compute_shor-test_path_to_free_D). This path determines the optimal correction which reduces the overassignment on the starting d-vertex (correct_overassignment). At the beginning of each iteration of the while-loop, the assignment yields the minimum cost under the current degree of overassignment. In particular, when the degree of overassignment runs to 0, the assignment is one-to-one and optimum (partial correctness). Besides, each iteration reduces the degree of overassignment by 1. Since the initial degree is not higher than the number of qEverties, the algorithm terminates within less than NQ iterations (termination).
B.1 Complexity Analysis
The analysis distinguishes the cost of elementary operations (sums and comparisons) and costs h and h s needed to compute attribute and relationship distances h and h s . In the case of the reference application of Section 5.1, these are the costs for the evaluation of color distance and the distance on weighted walkthroughs, respectively.
The algorithm requires the initial evaluation of x h À k o À I Á k À I À k o relationship distances to derive coefficients kYd y h I Y l I according to (23) . After this, the algorithm completes the derivation of gd y Y kY À (22) with a number of elementary operations not higher than S Á x h À k o À I Á k À I À k o Á , where is the number of overassignments obtained when each qEvertex is assigned to its best fitting dEvertex:
In the worst case, can be equal to k À k o À P; on the average, it is much lower, especially when the number of dvertices is high with respect to the number of q-vertices. If the discrete relaxation of the algorithm is avoided, and the estimate is constructed on the results of the best-fit assignment, becomes equal to 0. It is worth noting that, also in this case, the estimate of function g is more tight than that of function " g in [58] . Derivation of fd y Y kY À According to this, the number of operations for the computation of the look-ahead estimate Á k À k o x can be evaluated as
The estimate proposed in [58] requires the same number of evaluations for the attribute and relationship distances, but a lower additional number of elementary operations:
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